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THE HIPPOCRATIC ASKLEPIAD
AND HIS PATIENT

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE PHYSICIAN-PATIENT RELATION
SHIP IN ANCIENT GREEK MEDICINE

Jan Godderis

en gar parei philantMOpie,
paresti kDi philotechn.ie

(Hippocrates, Paraggeliai, L. 9.258)1
"Die Medizin beschiftigt den ganzen Menschen,

well sie sich mit dem ganzen Menschen beschiiftigt"
(Goethe, Dichtrmg und Wahrheit)

Every medical action takes place in the context of an encounter
between two subjects, the physician and the patient The content, fonn
and further development of this subject-subject relationship is defined by
unconscious desires as well as conscious intentions on the part of either
participant at the moment of their meeting. This humane encounter can
only achieve a satisfactory result if the physician reacts compassionately
to the patient who seeks his aid and consciously puts his competence,
authority and responsibility to work in the interest of that patient, and if
the latter, from a complementary point of view (that is, accepting the
physician·s competence and authority and waiving his own responsibili
ty), reaps the benefits of this attitude. The coincidence of these two
intentional, evaluative, but at the same time disPOsitional approaches is
the foundation of every medical act In any meeting between physician
and patient a number of important asPects can be pointed out which, by
their mutual interaction, give that event a concrete expression. First and
foremost there is a cognitive asPect, namely the making of a diagnosis
(the recognition or detennination of the nature and location of an illness
or injury on the basis of the symptoms), and the fOlmulation of a progno
sis (the knowledge, prediction or expectation of the (further) course of the
affliction). In addition, there is an operative and an affective aspect, i.e.,
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respectively, the treatment applied, and the concrete emotional relation
ship between physician and patient, which to a large extent detelDlines
how the fOlDler attends io the latter. And finally there are the ethical
religious and the social aspects. On the ethical-religious level appear the
underlying - and sometimes variable - questions ofmeaning and value
systems particular to the individual environment of physician and patient.
The social aspect has to do with the fact that both occupy a position in
a given society (societas), in which human internction is regulated by
cultural nOIDlS. The physician-patient relationship - in ancient Greek
medicine too - can only be fully understood when all aspects are given
due credit. In the present paper all will accordingly be checked against
the available data, insofar as these can be documented on the basis of the
diversified (medical and non-medical) and sometimes contradictory
evidence1

.

From wizard or purely empirical 'demiourgos' to 'technites':
development of the cognitive and oPerative aspects of medicine

Before the period in which the Pythagoraean Alkmaion of Kroton
(ca. 540 B.C.) and Hippocrates of Cos (460-377) appeared on the scene,
medical science in ancient Greece was a combination of empiricism and
magic. The military surgeons of the lliad - ab Homero principium! 
Machaon and Podaleirios, the sedentary or itinerant healers (periodeutai)
and the root or herb-seekers (rbizotomists) of pre-Hippocratic medicine
were more or less skillful empirical 'demiourgoi' (literally: men who
worked for the public good); other means of healing - among them
incubation .in the temples of Asklepios and magical incantations and
cathartic rites - were a reflection of mantic-theurgic medical thinking,
which predominated until the fifth century B.C.3

Hippocrates introduced a radically new 'technique' in which the
physician approached the patiem to aid him in the event of illness: the
technD iatrike, usually translated as the 'art of healing'. Here one must
not forget that the traditional Greek notion of 'techne' comprised not
only the technical 'know-how' and, in connection with medicine, the
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concomitant ·artful' aspect of the discipline (the intuition in arriving at
a diagnosis and formulating a prognosis; the experientially acquired
acumen or intuitive determination in prescribing a thempy); it also
implied I}mowledge' (sophia). The Greek concept of 'techn2', besides
"artfully executed handicraft", "artifice" or "art", can also mean
"knowledge" or "science" - the opposite of 'tych2', "blind fate" or
"what is decided by fate", which is synonymous with 'atechnii' ,
"absence of art". 'Techne' means the knowledge or science how to act
in accordance with "what" and "why". The 5th-century B.C. physician,
unlike his predecessors, already acted with a measure of rationally
acquired competence, which contained the basis of the true knowledge he
carried in him in the inductive 'trib2 meta logou' (''the reasoned
rubbing in,tIt). He acts in the scientific knowledge of "what" (tl.) he does
with the patient and "why" (dia tl.) he does so. According to AIkmaion
and Hippocrates a 'technit2s', a technical doctor or craftsman who
knows his an, requires three forms of knowledge: he must know the
disease he is dealing with (this presupposes that he is not only capable
of a functional and dynamic interpretation of the pathological processes
and clinical phenomena, but also knows something about the specific
person afflicted by them, i.e. his patient); he must know what the healing
action or remedy is (ex hou); and he must know why this treaunent cures
certain symptoms but not others. From this highly fertile natural-scientific
approach (physiologia) , constructed shortly before by the pre-Socratic
philosophers (physikoz), there gradually developed the sciences of human
'physiologia' and 'anatom2' (the study of the actions, build and
structure of all living organisms: i.e. physiology and anatomy in the
modem sense of these words), of 'pharmakologia' (i.e. the scientific
knowledge of medicines, the so-called materia medica), of 'pathologia'
(Le. the scientific study of the various forms of disease), and of the
'techn2 therapeutik2' (Le. the scientific doctrine as to which treattnent
is to be prescribed)'. Against the primitive empirical dimiourgoi, wizards,
exorcists and physician-priests, in the wake of the "the sage of Kos" the
technical successors, so to speak, of Asldepios, the so-called Asklepiads',
came to the fore of the contemporary medical scene, yet without wholly
eliminating the former. After them medicine would always be understood
as techn2 iatrik2, as it is called in several treatises in the Corpus
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Hippocraticum7.

In ancient Greece, however, the relationship between physician
and patient, within the framewoIk of the just described technical
approach, and insofar as it can be defined by the evidence at hand, by no
means showed a uniform character. A close reading of the available texts
(not only the Hippocratic writings, but also the Platonic texts, in
particular Lysis, Symposion, Charmides, Gorgias, Politikos, Timaios and
Nomoi, in which medicine, the physician and the patient are repeatedly
spoken of). leaves little doubt on this point The relationship varied
considerably according to the patient's status: free and prosperous
citizen. free but poor citizen, or slave. With this restriction in mind, it
would appear interesting to trace the concrete emotional relationship
between the Hippocratic Asklepiad and his prosperous and cultivated
patient.

''Phllia'' as key to the understanding of the physician-patient
relationship: the affective aspect of medical practice

In the event the Asklepiad had to do with a prosperous and
cultivated patient he was led not only by financial interests or pure
scientific curiosity; he was apparently also 'moved' by a desire to give
this patient the best possible technical assistance. The patient, in turn,
consulted his doctor because he wanted to be cured. Although there is a
difference in motive here, the Greeks - as Pedro Lain Entralgo·, whose
readings of the ancient texts I strongly endorse, has emphasized 
peIbaps had the acumen to render this in a single word: i.e. the compre
hensive term 'philia', meaning 'love', 'affection', 'devotion',
'friendship'.

Hoste hygiainbn oudeis iatroi philos ilia tAn hygieian: "so no one
in health is friend to a doctor, on account of his health,., all' ho kamnbn
(...) dia tAn noson: "but the sick man is (the doctor's friend) on account
of his disease", thus Socrates in Plato's Lysis (217a), a treatise on
friendship; An gar parAi philanthropiA, paresti kai philotechniA: "for
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where there is love of man, there is also love of the art": thus a passage
in the Paraggeliai (Precepts), a late text in the Corpus Hippocraticum (L
9.258)9.

Besides a providing of technical assistance (the cognitive and
operative aspect), the relationship between physician and patient in Greek
antiquity was apparently based on philia.

What is the full significance of these two statements (the Platonic
and the post-Hippocratic)? What did the notion of philia really mean to
a Greek, whether a philosopher or a mere mortal?

The major philosophers of the Hellenic world - Sokrates, Plato,
and also Aristotle - raised this notion to the very object of their
philosophical reflection. For Sokrates (469-399) nothing was more
important than philia. It is either a desire for something one does not
possess, or, if one does possess it, a desire never to lose it again (kai ou
monon einai, alIa /cai aei einai - Symposion 206a). In a conversation with
Lysis and Menexenos, one day in the palaestra, he rather confidentially
said: ''There is a certain possession that I have desired from my
childhood, as every one does in his own way (tygchanb gar ek paidos
epithymOn kt8matos tou, hOsper allos alIou). One Person wants to get
possession of horses, another dogs, another money, and another distinc
tions: of these things I reek little, but for the possession of friends I have
quite a passionate longing (egb de pros men tauta praMs echO, pros de
ten "'n phiMn ktesin panu erotilWs), and I would rather obtain a good
friend (philon agathon) than the best quail or cock in the world; yes, and
rather, I swear, than any horse or dog. I believe, indeed, by the Dog, that
rather than all Darius's gold I would choose to gain a dear comrade, far
sooner than I would Darius himself, so fond I am of my comrades
(houtbs egb philetairos lis eiml)" (plato, Lysis 211e). Plato (430-347), in
the wake of his mentor, was also to meditate on this topiC, and his pupil
Aristotle of Stageira (384-322) posited in the Ethica Nicomacheia that
love or friendship was one of the most indisPensable requirements of life:
en d'anagkaiotaton eis ton bion (l155a).
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But what did love or friendship really mean to Sokrates or Plato,
and how are we to look at the relationship between philia and the better
known notion of eras (or passion)? There are passages in Plato, e.g. in
the Symposion, but also in the Phaidros, in which the two concepts are
clearly distinguished. Yet in other texts, for example in the Nomoi, he
stresses their mutual interlocking: "Friendship is the name we give
(philon men pou kaloumen) to the affection of like for like in point of
goodness (arete)". This must be taken to mean: with regard to a desire
for beauty, for what is not deformed, for what is good; the perfection of
the soul, man's highest aspiration to happiness (eudaimonia), "the good
life" (to eu dzen) or "doing well" (kai to eu prattein)10, without which life
would not be worth living. But - Plato continues - "(friendship is) also
(the name we give to the affection) of the needy for the rich, which is of
the opposite kind; and when either of these feelings is intense we call it
'love' (erata eponomadzomen)" (Nomoi 837b).

This essential connection between philia and eras, in which
mention is made of a love of other things (including other people), in
which the eras is seen as an intensified or extreme form, i.e. as a
'hyperbole' of philiall

, and in which the two are linked with "the
longing for what is good", with "a pursuit from want towards fulfill
ment", enables us, according to Lain Entralgo, to understand the
exposition with regard to friendship and its meaning for the relationship
physician-patient as it is found in Plato's early dialogue Lysis. Philia,
Plato states there, is based on a latent feeling of familiarity or relation (to
oikeion) that binds a person to his friends; and this in turn is based on
"physis", nature: ''Then if you two are friends to each other, by some
natural bond you belong to one another (hymeis ara ei philoi eston
allelois, physei pei oikeioi esth' hymin autois). ... What belongs to us by
nature has been shown to be something we needs must befriend (to men
de physei oikeion anagkaion hemin pephantai philein)" (Lysis 221e
222a). According to Plato the need for philia can never be fulfilled by a
single friend; in other words, it cannot be seen as an attitude towards the
only beloved. Nor can it be fulfilled by all beloved together, for one can
always make new friends. It must therefore be concluded that man does
not love all other things (including other PeOple) in view of himself, but
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in view of something else. Like the person who aspires to health (the
patient) loves the physician because of what he desires, i.e. good health
(heneka hygieios), so he likes good health itself because of something
else, ... and thus he might continue, until he comes to the so-called
pr6ton philon, literally the "first loved", the primary or ultimate object
of love, for whose sake all other things (including men) can be said to be
friends (all' h~ei ep' ekeino 00 esti pr6ton philon, OOu heneka kai ta
alla phamen panta phila einai, 219d). The pr6ton philon is in itself
desirable, because eternal happiness consists only in the possession of the
"first loved". Another, e.g. the patient for the physician, is desirable only
insofar as he enables one to achieve the pr6ton philon and therewith
eternal bliss12

• He is desirable not because of "who" (tis) he is, but be
cause of "what" (n) he is; to the extent that he is individually part of the
just mentioned primary and fundamental reality, of the "first beloved",
of something that belongs to the actual roots of human nature (physis)
and therefore also to the nature of the universe, the original nature or
"archaia physis", dealt with in the Symposion (193c).

Greek thought concerning love, and also the view of the Hippo
cratic Asklepiads - and peIbaps of Hippocrates himself as well - of
friendship, of the evaluative and dispositional attitude towards another
(the patient), does not seem at that time to have gone any further. Even
the notion of philanthrIJpia, hardly found in the Hippocratic corpus1

',

will, when used by the Stoics with whom it receives a more lofty
philosophical-ethical connotation, still largely bear as underlYing motif
the perfection of nature (he teleiotes physe6s). It remains 'love from
need', born of a lack, driven by a desire for fulfillment, to make up for
what is felt as a deficiency. Here we certainly do not yet hear the
profound and richer significance of the New Testament notion of
"agape", which for that matter hardly appears in pre-Christian philosophi
cal and medical literature, and which will cover a completely different
meaningl4

• For agape means 10ve to give' IS, love of man, love of
one's neighbour, without any ulterior motive or oblique glances at any
thing else. It is the love of another because of God, whereby God is not
the end, the final object (di 00 ti), but the beginning and its permanent
foundation (to hyph OOU)16. Philanthr6pia does not possess this more
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profound dimension; to the Greek (including the late Hellenistic
Hippocratic Asldepiad) it still remained, like philia, pure physiophilia or
love of universal nature, in its specific appearance of 'human nature'.
In the view of some Greek philosophers and physicians the natural
perfection of all things (including all men) worked together to bring
about the perfection of the universe. The philosophically trained
Hippocratic physician sensed it as his own duty to participate in this joint
undertaking (synagein). Philia and/or philanthr~pia are the tenns the
Greeks of that time gave to this desire to cooperate. They of course also
fonned, as general underlying motifs of human relations, the basis of the
physician-patient relationship.

How wasphilia concretely interpreted or applied in the context of
the medical relationship in ancient Greece?

For the well-schooled physician the 'iatrified philia'17 or
friendship for his patient boiled down to an appropriate mixture of
philanthr6pia (friendship for man in the above-mentioned sense of the
word) and philotechnia Oove of one's art). In this context it must be
explicited what an Asldepiad precisely understood by the notion of techni
and by the tenn philotechnia. No one has given a clearer definition of the
concept of techn2 than Aristotle. Unlike the empirical physician, the
empeiros or d2miourgos, for whom it sufficed to learn how to perfonn
certain acts simply by repeating them, the 'modem' Greek technit2s or
technical doctor acted - as already said - in full awareness of 'what'
(ti) he was doing and 'why' (dia ti). His actions, depending on the
situation, were a mimesis or emulation of what nature did of its own
accord, or - and this was his most important trump - poi2sis, the
conscious creation of something nature never produced but which
followed the nonnal line of evolution. His techne, the techni iatrike or
art of medicine, thus consisted in helping nature in its tendency to heal,
both imitatively and creatively. This art found its infonnation in science
(the a12th2s logos, as fonnulated by Aristotle in his Ethika NikomIJCheia)
and of course relied on physiologia: the scientific understanding of nature
itself. The physician's function was a 'creative' one in the sense that
he might heal a patient who would never recover if left to himself; it was
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'imitative' insofar as medicine remained faithful to nature and that the
cure it effected in no way differed from the cures that came about in a
natural way. Philotechnia or 'love of the art' therefore meant nothing
more than the physician's love of the technical knowledge and skill that
enabled him to boost a patient's natural inclination to get better or, in
other words, remedy a dangerous change in the physis (nature). A
technophile Asklepiad thus combined philia, logos and er6s: phiUa
because he felt friendship for the patient and because he showed his love
for the art of healing; logos because his skill was based on physiologia
- does not Aristotle state in his Metaphysics that medicine is the logos
of health? - and finally er6s because in the true heart of the philo
technia there was an especially strong impulse toward the perfection of
nature or maintaining that perfect state: something that Plato undoubtedly
means where he writes in his Symposion that the art of medicine "may
be summarily described as a knowledge of the love-matters of the body
in regard to repletion and evacution (episteme t6n tou s6matos er6tikOn
pros plesmonen /cai keMsin)" (l86c)18.

In other words, the philia of the Hippocratic physician for his
patient, the result of a combination of philanthr6pia and philotechnia,
was a love of the perfection of man as individualized in the body of the
patient It must be seen as a joyous and respectful love of all that is
beautiful in nature (health or harmony) or that leads to beauty (the natural
restorative powers of the organism). It is, since it complies with the line
of nature's evolution, at the same time a resigned and respectful love for
the dark and tenifying inevitability or inescapability imposed by nature
upon incurable or fatal illness, in particular for the anagke physe6s (the
fatalis vis et necessitas rerum futurarum: "the power of Fate and the
Necessity that governs future events", as Cicero has the Stoic philosopher
say in his De natura deorum [I XV 39]).

In the friendship of the patient himself for the physician treating
him, two distinct but strongly intertwined ingredients can, upon closer
glance, be distinguished. On the one hand, there is his faith in medicine
and consequently in doctors, and, on the other, in the individual physician
caring for him and to whom he afterwards usually feels grateful. The
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patient's confidence in the art of healing appeared in the end to be
founded on the religious and sacral prestige that the various 'Arts' or
technai enjoyed in ancient Greece19

• Even when this reverence later as
sumed a more rational character, Greek medicine lost but little of the
prestige it drew from its prlJtoi heuretai (first discoverers). On the other
hand, the Greek's faith in the techni of the Hippocratic Asldepiad .was
of course not unlimited, but fundamentally tempered by his (in the final
analysis religiously embedded) conviction that anagkai, inexorable
powers, existed in nature. Certain illnesses were in his mind inevitably
(kat' anagken) fatal or incurable, and the phsyjcian's skill was no match
for these unavoidable and inescapable powers (the so-called atrepta kai
anaphylakta). But this was not the only reason of his limited faith.
Feelings of dissatisfaction and disappoin1ment concerning the attitudes
and skills of physicians were more than once a matter of discussion in
Periclean A1;hens, even among the most informed and most critical
members of the POpulation20

•

His technical prowess was nevertheless an important reason why
the Hippocratic physician enjoyed the confidence and perhaps also the
friendship of his patient, yet it was by no means the only one. His
external appearance, decent and clean clothing, a discrete perfume, a
dignified bearing, earnestness, gentleness, irreproachability and self
control, as we read in the somewhat later Hippocratic treatises Peri ietrou
(physician) and Pen euschemosyn2s (Decorum), could strongly stimulate
the patient's confidence. By way of complement to Plato's statement
"that the patient is the friend of the physician because of his disease" (ilia
ten noson), the Asklepiads therefore also assumed that the sick could
entertain a feeling of philia for the doctor because of the physician
himself (dia tou ietrou).

Social aspects of the physician-patient relationship

On the social aspects of Greek medicine (besides the affective
aspect another impottant facet of the physician-patient relationship) little
information is provided, eSPeCially in the Hippocratic treatises. Plato, on
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the other hand, is a prime source here. In several texts, in particular in
the Charmides, Gorgias, Politeia, Politikos, Timaios, and Nomoi, he
paints a vivid picture ofmedical practice in the main city-states ofHellas.
He shows that it confonned largely to the social structure of the polis or
city(-state). Thus there was a considerable difference in the standard of
medical treatment between the three main categories: slaves, prosperous
free citizens, and poor freemen. Slaves, for instance, were not treated by
real doctors (Asldepiads trained in the medical schools of Kos, Knidos,
CYrene or Sicilia), but by crude empiricists, who had picked up some
rudimentary medical knowledge as slave ofa practising physician. Verbal
communication between healer and patient as well as the individualiza
tion of the treatment was reduced to a minimum11

• Differences between
the more prosperous and the poorer freemen are also pointed out by
Plato.

This acute critic of contemporary medicine also shows an interest
in two theoretical problems concerning medical care: in his view it
should be regulated by just or good laws, and in each individual case
applied from a correct appraisal of the effectiveness of the general rules
of the technai. But how could medical skill be perfected when all patients
were unequal or each case different from the other? And how could
laws, which by definition possess a universal and binding character, be
attuned to individual cases? Plato offered a solution for the difficult
problem of the relationship between nomos (law) and physis (nature, but
also behaviour) - a question the Sophists debated zealously and
passionately - by treating separately the relationship between "aw' and
'art' on the one hand, and the possible perfection of their respective
applications on the other. With regard to the art of healing he was
convinced that perfection could only be attained by a rational individual
ization of the diagnosis and treatment of each patient, in other words by
emulating the practice of the Athenian physicians (the true 'technitai'
of medical science) with regard to their free and prosperous patients. To
this end, in his opinion, certain conditions had to be fulfilled: the patient
should be well instructed in medical matters, in particular about how
illnesses come about and how they can be halted or remedied; the patient
had to be verbally persuadable if the physician was to win his confidence
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(pistis); and fmally the doctor also had to devote sufficient attention to
his biographical data. In the first condition, the instructing (didaskein) of
the patient, Plato was followed by two important Hippocratic texts,
namely the Peri euscMmosynes (Decorum) and the Peri archaies ietriUs
(Ancient Medicine). "But if you miss being understood by laymen, and
fail to put your hearers in this condition - so we read in the latter
traetate - you will miss reality" (ei de tis ton idMteon gnOmes
apoteuxetai, kai me diathesei tous akouontas hout8s, tou eontos
apoteuxetai) (L. 1.572-574).

From both of these HipPOcratic texts it appears that the combina
tion of the physician's knowledge with the intelligent patient's accurate
perception of what is happening to him, and of how his illness has
developed, contributes significantly to a correct diagnosis and a success
ful therapy. For that matter, a measure of medical instruction was,
according to Jaeger22, part of the education or paideia of any cultivated
citizen. The best way to win the confidence of such a patient and to
individualize his treatment was, in Plato's view, without any doubt he
peithO, verbal persuasiveness. A good physician, says Plato, will prescribe
his patient nothing before he has in some way persuaded him, in other
words has obtained his consent (kai ou proteron epetaxe prin an pei
xympeisei - Nomoi 720<1). Instruction (he paideia) and persuasion (he
peithO) are most effective when the doctor also has some biographical
data on the patient and some information on the chronological evolution
of his illness. This recommendation was in all probability put to practice
by many HipPOcratic physicians. One need only think of the importance
attributed in the Corpus to the most suitable moment for medical
intervention. It was not enough to do something, it also had to be done
at the right moment. The Greeks called that moment ha kairos. The
patient also had to be dosely monitored, according to Plato, like a
pedagogue follows the development of the child entrusted to him
(Politeia 406a-b).

It is understandable that only wealthy, or the so-called 'best' (hoi
aristoz), citizens could afford such a 'pedagogical therapy'. Only the
rich, who could afford to abandon their daily duties, were indeed able to
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subject themselves completely to those who cared continuously for their
health. To the free but POor(er) citizens, in other words the 'the masses'
(hoi pollozj, little care was actually devoted. They did not get the crode
treatment of the slave, but were given a quick 'resolutive' treatment (for
example with drastic vomitive and purgative agents)23.

Although the cultivated Greek discussed the relationship between
nomos and physis with considerable dialectical energy, and although Plato
had issued clear directives concerning the perfection of medicine, such
a differential approach of the patient appeared to fit in well with the
average Greek's view of the social structure of his polis. It was
important to the common good, in other words for the prosperity of the
city(-state), and for that reason eminently defensible. Wholly confonn
with these views concerning philia and the ideal society in Plato's
Politeia (Republic), according to which persons were appreciated only as
long as they were of benefit for the common good and lost their value as
objects of affection from the moment they ceased to be of use24, some
physicians would make little effort to aid hopeless and weakened patients,
regardless of whether they belonged to hoi aristoi or hoi polloi. They
held that no trouble need be taken to prolong a life of which little good
remained: "when bodies were diseased inwardly and throughout, he
(Asldepios) did not attempt by diet and by gradual evacuations and
infusions to prolong a wretched existence (kakon bion) for the man and
have him beget in all likelihood similar wretched offspring (kai ekgona
aut6n, Ms to eikos, hetera toiauta phyteuein) he did not think it worth
while to treat him (me oiesthat dein therapeuein), since such a fellow is
of no use either to himself or to the state (Ms oute hau~i owe polei
lusitele)" (plato, Politeia 407d-e).

Yet one may well ask whether the Asklepiads indeed systematical
ly adopted this disposition towards hopeless or much weakened patients,
who in the Platonic view were both corporal and mental 'wrecks'
(kakophyeis). According to the author of the treatise Pen technes (The
Art), many physicians in Antiquity preferred not to treat hopeless or hard
to-cure cases, but rather illnesses that abated spontaneously: "Some say
that while physicians undertake cases which would cure themselves, they
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do not touch those where great help is necessary (legontes Ms tauta men
kai auta hyph' heaut~n an exygiadzoito, ha egcheireousin i2sthai, ha d'
epikouri2s deitai, ouch' haptontm)" (L. 6.12). Even so, there appear to
have been differences between the phiUa i2triU concerning the above
question among many Hippocratic physicians, and Plato's opinions
concerning the ideal doctor. Some Hippocratic Asldepiads were undoubt
edly driven by the bond of brotherly love (philia) they felt with their
patient, primarily because he was a human being who shared the common
filial relationship of all men with the physis. Plato's ideal physician, on
the other hand, felt friendship for his patient only because he was a
member of the community (polis) of man, in the service of which he
played his part as fully as possible and where he achieved his highest
dignity.

Ethical(-religious) aspects of the physician-patient relationship

The physician-patient relationship is played out not only between
two subjects, but also within the context of behavioural patterns that
reflect contemplation about meaning and values. The latter cannot only
be subject to diachronic changes, but may also vary within a given
sYnchronic temporal moment.

The ethic of the Hippocratic physician probably did not develop
as secularly, autonomously and indePendently as we are generally made
to believe25. but was finnly embedded in religion. On the fringe of the
ancient religious cults (Olympian, Dionysian, Otphic or Eleusinian) there
developed, so to speak, an enlightened religion: 'naturalism', a religious
and philosophical doctrine whose inner strength was strongly linked to
the emphasis on the basal and indivisible character of the physis,
omnipresent mother nature, of which Zeus, Dionysos, Otpheus' and
Demeter were merely popular personifications. 1ba1es, Anaximenes,
Anaximander, Pythagoras, Empedocles, and the other Pre-Socratics, the
precursors whose ideas intellectually influenced the founders of the
techn2 i2trik2, were both theologoi and physiologoi. The Hippocratic
Asklepiads apparently felt and thought in the same way as these great
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forerunners; in other words, their ethic was rooted in a well-defined
explicitly religious feeling, which can be regarded as a compromise,
floating between the adoration of the old cult and the more modem
'physiologia'26.

The first aspect is still clearly recognizable in the opening lines of
the Horkos or Hippocratic Oath: "I swear by Apollo Physician, by
Asclepius, by Health, by Panacea and by..aIl the gods and goddesses,
making them my witnesses (Omnumi ApolMna ietron, /cai Asklepion, kai
Hygeian, /cai Panakeian, /cai theous pantas te Icai pasas, historas
poieumenos)" (L. 4.628-629). The second, the great veneration of
'physiologia', appears in such texts as Pen hieres nousou (The Sacred
Disease), Peri aerbn hyda~n topbn (Airs, Waters, Places), Pen diaites
(Regimen). and the treatises Nomos (Law) andprog~stikon (Prognosis).
Piety (he eusebeia), which is extolled vigorously and repeatedly by the
author of 'The Sacred Disease', is without doubt a combination of the
traditional cult of the gods and the new 'physiological devotion' of the
Pre-Socratics. It condemns the purification rites and magical rituals with
which the superstition of the Ancients would vanquish epilepsy, and
recommends instead a combination of religious ceremonial (such as
smoke sacrifices, prayers of thanks and protection to the temple gods:
thyein te /cai euchestai kai es ta hiera pherontas·hiketeuein tous theous,
L. 6.362) with 'natural' therapeutic methods based on the divine nature
of the physis.

Yet all this does not mean that .the medical ethic was the same in
structure and content throughout the Corpus. Even the most venerable
document with regard to medical morals. the already mentioned Horkos,
which dates primarily from the fourth century - and which contains the
famous phrases ou dOsb de oude pharmakon oudeni aitetheis thanasimon.
oude hyphegesomai xymboulien toiende: "Neither will I administer a
poison to anybody when asked to do so, nor will I suggest such a
course", and homoi"s de oude gynaiki pesson phthorion dOs": "Similarly
I will not give to a woman a pessary to cause abortion" (L. 4.630-631)
- was never accepted as inviolable dogma by all the physicians of
Classical Antiquity27.
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Comparison of several Hippocratic treatises shows that there were
indeed differences in concrete ethical attitude between the various schools
and also between the periods in which the authors of these traetates are
to be situated. Nevertheless, some scholars, like Lain Entralgo, have
wondered whether they all did not have something in common: for they
were all Greeks, technitai and iatroi. It indeed seems worthwhile to
examine whether a common Greek factor can be found which is shared
by all the writings of this impressive Cotpus, Koan as well as Knidian
texts, humoral as well as pneumatic works, those dating from Periclean
as well as late Hellenistic times. The question may be asked: what were
the most important recurrent ethical prescriptions ofHippocratic medicine
within the plurality of co-existing and conflicting moral perspectives?
(see n. 39 below).

According to Lain Entralg028 the 'iatrified philia' of the
Asldepiads expressed itself in ethicis first and foremost in the transforma
tion of the instinct to help, which is demonstrably active in human nature,
into a technique, a skill; and secondly in an ethical reflection on the
range of medical intervention and on the physician's attibJde as to his
remuneration for services rendered (a remuneration that seemed morally
justified when he proved, through his professional conduct, that he had
attained perfection in the practice of his Art).

As for the frrst aspect it must be emphasized that an instinct to
help is indeed active in human nature. One of the basic principles of the
Hippocratic medical ethic consisted in the acceptance, interpretation and
technical execution of this natural instinct in order to aid the sick and to
take action "for the benefit of the suffering" (ep' 8pheleiei kamnontdn),
as the Oath says CL 4.630-631). "There are some arts - thus writes the
author of Peri phys8n (Breaths) - which to those that possess them are
painful, but to those that use them are helpful (eisi tines t8n techne8n, hai
toisi men kekt2menoisin eisin epiponoi, toisi de chreomenoisin oniistai...),
and medicine is one of these. For the medical·man sees terrible sights (ho
men gar i2tros hor2i te deina), touches unpleasant things (thigganei te
aede8n), and the misfonunes of others bring a harvest of sorrows that are
peculiarly his (ep' allotri2isi te xymphor2isin ideas karpoutai lypas); but
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the sick by means of the art rid themselves of the worst of evils, disease,
pain, suffering and death (hoi de noseontes apallassontai tbn megistOn
kakOn dia ten technen, nouson, ponan, lypes, thanatou)" (L. 6.90). The
important principle that the physician must be kind to the patient, without
bias (hypopsia), and the repeated statement in the Paraggeliai (Precepts)
that the physician must treat his patient with devotion, not only in the
interest of the latter's health (heneken hygieies) but also of his own
"good appearance" (heneken euschemosynes) (L 9.258), are direct
expressions of this moral attitude. According to Lain Entralgo, who
differs somewhat ofopinion here with Edelstein29

, this attitude was rooted
in the philanthr6pia of the Greek physician, in his love of man for what
he is (see above). A Hippocratic Asklepiad who adhered to this ethical
nonn would develop a love of his Art through his love of man, and
express his love of man (his patient) through the love of his Art.

This noble task which some (religiously inspired?) Hippocratic
physicians appear to have taken upon themselves sprang from a twofold
source. In the first instance it was a practical, a 'technical' skill, already
found among the Homeric physicians. But at the same time it was the
application of the by then developed concepts of 'philia' and 'techne',
with the result that medical philia always remained 'physiophilia' (or
love of nature)30, while techne was the rational skill to do what nature
pennitted, to comply with its line of evolution As physis was to them a
'deity', they were as a matter of course profoundly and spontaneously
aware that they had to respect the limitations of their Art and thus refrain
from therapeutic intervention when the anagki physe6s, the inevitability
imposed by inexorable nature, made that pointless. This religious or
philosophica1-ethical imperative is in any event manifestly present in a
number of ancient texts, for instance in the definition of the techne iatrike
in the aforementioned treatise Peritechnes (The Art): "In general terms,
it is to do away with the sufferings of the sick, to lessen the violence of
their diseases, and to refuse to treat those who are overmastered by their
diseases (/cai to me egcheireein toisi kekratemenoisin hypo ~n

nosemat6n), realising that in such cases medicine is powerless (eidotas
hoti tauta ou dynatai ietrike)" (L. 6.4-6).
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The question that arises here, of course, is whether this' explicit
order to refrain in such cases from therapeutic intervention was indeed
generally obeyed by the Greek physicians of that time. The finding that
this imperative fits in particularly well with the aim of this sophistically
argued treatise, which is essentially to demonstrate that medicine is
merely a 'techn2', may relativize the meaning it may have had for the
less philosophically schooled, practising physician of that time. Neverthe
less this imperative also appears elsewhere in the Corpus HipPOcraticum,
for instance in the Aphorismoi (Aphorisms): "It is better to give no
treatment in cases ofhidden cancer (hokosoi kryptoi karkinoi ,ginontai, m2
therapeuein bellion); treatment causes speedy death (therapeuomenoi gar
appolyntai tache~s), but to omit treatment is to prolong life (m2
therapeuomenoi de, poulyn chronon diateleousin)" (L. 4.572). In this
attitude, for that matter, the basic Hippocratic role from the first book on
Epidemi~n (Epidemics) is clearly concretized: "As to diseases, make a
habit of two things - to help, or at least to do no harm (askeein, peri la

nous2mata, duo, ~pheleein, 2 m2 blaptein)" (L. 2.634-637). The repetition
and the explicit character of this imperative suggest that we may be
dealing here with more than merely 'technical' advice, namely with a
philosophical or religious-ethical commandment

This is not all that suprising. The prevailing views of nature, man
and the Art - and not in least the Platonic ideal of kalokagathia
(complete physical and mental equilibrium in man, applYing to all areas
of life and therefore also to the physician-patient relationship) 
probably led many Greek physicians to consider it their duty to refrain
from treating incurable or fatally ill patients, or, more correctly, those
patients that their ability to distinguish between inescapable disease
(nosos kat' anagUn) and accidental ailment (nosos kata tycMn)
convinced them that they were incurably ill or condemned by an
unyielding decision of divine nature. For that matter, this ethical attitude
is in line with what Plato has Pausanias say about the granting of
favours: "it is right to gratify good men (tou men agathois kalon
charidzesthai t6n anthr~p~n), base to gratify the dissolute (tois de
akolastois aischron)". It is reflected as well in the later application of the
same role to medicine by Eryximachos: "it is a disgrace to do aught but
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disappoint the bad and sickly parts, if one aims at being an adept (of the
profession) (tois de kakois kai nosbdesin aischron te kai dei acharistein,
ei mellei us technikos einal)" (Symposion 186b-c). Finally, it formed the
basis of Aristotle's advice to the physician to abandon those whose
illness proved incurable: "he has altered, and if one cannot restore him,
one gives him up (alloibthenta oun adynaton anas&ai aphistatm)"
(Ethika Nikomacheia 1165b).

If a sick person wanted to resume his place as a full-fledged
member of the community, he therefore had to regain his health. H his
condition was hopeless, his disease incurable, then the physician - in
accordance with the Platonic view, but also in the spirit of the treatise
Peri technls - would not take his case. TreabDent of such an affliction
would in this instance be pointless, since it would fall beyond the
legitimate reach of medicine as techni, of the art whose aim it is to effect
the restoration of a condition of corporal well-being (eukrasia) or health
of spirit (s6phrosyni). The radical naturalism of Greek thought, and the
resultant concepts of philanthr~pia and physiophilia could hardly be
otherwise expressed To take a different point of view would probably
have amounted to hybris, a lack of humility vis-l-vis the unyielding
divine character of the physis. The Hippocratic physician was, in the view
of Lain Entralgo, the "friend of his patient" because he was, even more
fundamentally, the "friend of nature"; and he was the "friend of his Art"
insofar as nature pennitted him to show his resPect and awe as
·physiologos'31.

Nevertheless, the Greek saying "Andros lcaJa's prassontos ekpodbn
philoi - When things go bad, one's friends disapPear"n apparently does
not always apply, and other views crop up which considerably weaken
or even contradict the aforementioned imPerative concerning the non
treabDent of the incurably i1133

• Numerous Hippocratic physicians indeed
apPear upon closer investigation to have started some kind of therapy on
incurably sick patients. Or they had wholly different reasons than the
author of Peri techn2s not to intervene in certain diseases, as is apparent
from the treatises Peri ag~n (Fractures) and Gynaikeibn prbtbn
(Gynecology I).
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In the former work, a Koan treatise, the author states with regard
to a compound fracture of femur or humerus: ''that one should especially
avoid such cases if one has a respectable excuse (malista de chre ta
toiauta diaphygein, hama en tis fallen echei ten apophygen), for the
favourable chances are few, and the risks many (hai te gar elpides oligai,
/cai hoi kindynoi pollol). Besides, if a man does not reduce the fracture,
he will be thought unskilful (kai me emball~n atechnos an do/cei einai),
while if he does reduce it he will bring the patient nearer to death than
to recovery (kai emball~n eggyter~ an tou thanatou agagoi, i tis
s~tlrils)"(L.3.540). A closer look here reveals a different approach than
in the treatise Peri technes. The therapy is no longer dismissed because
the hard-to-treat or incurable ailments are beyond medicine·s potential
to treat them, but because of a concern for the physician·s social
prestige! Refusal to treat without good excuse, an expectable poor result
when treabDent is instituted: both can damage a doctor·s position or
reputation. Ifhe knows he cannot succeed and tl\erefore cannot complete
a successful therapy, he will, according to the author of the Gynai/ceMn
pr~ton, in the event of a mola-pregnancy (myM) in which the prognosis
is in certain cases infaust, indeed "refrain as much as possible from
treating this condition (tautln malista men me i2sthai), but if he does
attend to his patient, give warning (eide me, proeiponta iesthm)" (L.
8.150). No treatment (and/or in the event of therapy immediate communi
cation of the poor prognosis: proagoreuein) will thus protect the
physician against later reproach.

Although pride of place is given here to the doctor·s social
prestige and the deontological rule aims to protect him rather than the
patient, the treabDent of incurable disease still appears to have been
frequently considered. In case of red discharge (rhoos erythros), which
often takes a nasty turn resulting in a woman·s death (kai Mde
apollyntai kata biln)"- thus the author of Gynai/ceMn deuteron (Book
2 of the above treatise) - the physician "will from the very onset of the
red discharge state his prognosis (prolegein oun dei archomeru'n t8n
rho~n) and prescribe this regimen (diaitlin de tonde ton tTopon)" (L.
8.236): thus he can protect himself against later reproach while leaving
open the possibility, without endangering his position, of ameliorating the
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patient's condition by applying the means at his disposal or at least of
trying to diminish her suffering. Here we clearly find the physician
turning to a patient suffering from an ailment with a bad or dangerous
course.

This viewpoint. which contrasts somewhat with the aforemen
tioned counsel not to treat such patients, and which is based on the
assumption that the natulCll condition (physis) is not at all exemplary but
in need of correction, is brought to the fore even more plainly by the
author of the Koan treatise Peri arthrlJn (On joints). Here the reduction
of a compound tibiotarsal dislocation is, to be sure, absolutely refused
("do not reduce such a lesion" - ta toiauta~ emballein) - "as it risks
killing the patient if the bones are maintained in the state of reduction
(saphe~s gar eidenai chr2, hoti apothaneitai, Mi an embl2thenta
emmeinei), in which case he dies as a result of spasm (tetanus), and it
even happens that leg and foot die off (spasmos gar ho ktei~n estin, atar
kai gaggrainousthai hikneetai ten W~n kai ton poda)"; nevertheless
careful treabIlent of the wound is recommended, to keep the patient, who
will of course be deformed and paralyzed, alive (hoti anagki ton
anthrlJpon chIJlon aischrlJs genesthai ... ho"",s de ... houtO men
ietreuomenoi slJdzontai) (L. 4.268-274). Although a 'restitutio ad
integrum' is not a real possibility, this author recommends some (albeit
limited) therapeutic effort, in order to grant the patient a life with limited
fimctioning'4.

This notion of "cure with limited perspectives of functions", for
that matter, was not only applied in surgery (which often occupied itself
with patients whose life was not in danger, but who could not be
completely cured); it is also found in diverse 'intemist' treatises of the
Knidian school, for instance in the already mentioned GynaikeiIJn prlJton,
in which it is made clear that certain treatments of a serious ulceration of
the uterus can lead to a cure, albeit that the woman will remain sterile
(tauta poieousa, hygies ginetai, gene2 de ouk etl) (L. 8.134). In Peri
nouslJn to deuteron (Diseases 11), too, and in the treatise Peri t8n entos
pathIJn (Internal affections), which are reckoned among the oldest
writings of the Corpus Hippocraticum,35 numerous instructions for
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treattnent are found, even in cases where the illness takes a chronic
course or becomes incurable. That the author of the last-mentioned work
is well aware of the fact that many of such ailments are difficult to treat
(haute he nousos chalepe) and require considerable care (kai therapeies
deomene polles) is apparent from the recurrent stereotype concluding
formula: "without this, the disease is not willing to leave off, but clings
to many patients until they die (ei de me, ouk ethelei eklipein ton
kamnonta, kai Ms ta polla en toisi polloisi xynapotMeSkel)" (L. 7.178
180). The therapy in such cases is directed towards a good adaptation of
the life style (diaitia) and towards the relief of the symptoms, especially
the pain. The aim is to give the patient as much comfort as possible,
regardless of the incurable nature of his disease, and this is clearly
underscored by the following statement, which concludes several chapters
in which therapeutic indications are given for chronic ailments: hout6 gar
an rheista diagoi, he de nousos chalepe: "for with this regimen he will
fare most easily; the disease is severe" (L. 7.182).

From a number of works in the Corpus Hippocraticum 
especially the just mentioned Knidian texts - it appears that incurable
illnesses are not by definition placed beyond the therapeutic reach of
medical science. The discussion concerning the question whether or not
the physician should turn his back on an incurable patient was not (or
hardly) waged in these works. It makes one wonder if the recommenda
tion of therapeutic abstinence only appeared in the more theoretical
treatises, such as the already mentioned Peri techn2r', which offer reflec
tions on the essence of medicine as a technl. But even practical writings,
such as the Koan Peri arthr~rf', deal explicitly with the therapeutic range
of the Art, whereby the author explicitly states that untreatable conditions
- such as a backwards and non-reducible femur dislocation, resulting in
a permanent shortening of the leg - are not beyond the scope of
medicine (ex~ ietrikes) (sic). "The investigation of th~ matters too
belongs to the same science (tes gar autes gnIJmls kai tauta xynienm); it
is impossible to separate them from one another. In curable ·cases .we
must contrive ways to prevent their becoming incurable (dei men gar es
ta akesta mechanaasthai, holWs me anekesta estm), studying the best
means for hindering their advance to incurability (xynienta hok2 an
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malista IWlutea es to anekeston elthein); while one must study incurable
cases so as to avoid doing harm by useless efforts (dei de ta anlkesta
xynienai, Ms m2 maten lymainetai)" (L. 4.252). Here the physician - so
much is clear - is expressly obliged to familiarize himself with
incurable diseases, so that he will be able to arrest their development or
alleviate their effect on the patient The author of Diseases I, Peri nousbn
to proton38, is even more explicit on this matter: "Correct is (orthOs) to
treat the diseases that can be treated (kai therapeuonta to men anysta
'ektherapeuein), but to recognize the ones that cannot be, and to know
why they cannot be (ta de m2 anysta eidenai, dion ouk anysta) by
treating patients with the former, to give them the benefit of treatment as
far as it is possible (kai therapeuonta tous ta toiauta echontas bpheleein
apo tes therapeies es to anyston)" (L. 6.150-152).

A comparative reading of Platonic as well as theoretical and
practical Hippocratic texts makes it clear that in Greek antiquity the
question 'whether or not one was to bother with patients suffering from
an incurable disease' did not always receive the same answer. In other
words, there was by no means a consensus 'in ethicis '39. Still, it must
not be forgotten that not every Hippocratic physician will have assumed
the aforementioned Platonic or Aristotelian position, which in certain
cases came to therapeutic abstinence or even outright turning away.
Caring for hopeless cases apparently belonged, in many circumstances as
we have seen, to the classic duties of the Greek physician. The Christian
ization of the Roman Empire wrought an enormous change in both the
theory and practice of human relations. The Greek philanthropic ideal,
which was still to experience several possible interpretations but received
- certainly in the later Hellenistic period -. an increasingly ethical
definition40

, was to be replaced by wholly new terms, not in the least the
caritas hominum, the 'love of one's neighbour' (a notion complementa
ry to the Greek eros and philia), and by the distinction between 'the
natural good' (bonum commune) and ·the good of the soul' (bonum
animae). The caritas or agap2, a term scarcely found in pre-Christian
Greek philosophical and medico-philosophicalliterature (cf. supra), will
boil down to the free and active movement of the soul towards another
and his needs, towards another 'me' (alios ego), whether that be a
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Itrue' friend (an allthls philos in the Platonic and Aristotelian sense of
the term) or just a poor, pitiable fellow man (kakos philos). And this
agapl becomes truly Christian at the moment when this outpouring of
love towards another is seen as taking place lwithin God', when God
is not its causafinalis, but its causa efficientl

• In this new, humanely
enriching view of things, caritas by defmition no longer has any
Inatural' limits, i.e. defined by the physis, nor any social limits (set by
the polis). This applies also to the caritas of the physician, who will
give his care without any restraint to the so-called 'personae
miserabiles', the incurable and the dying; something the Greek physi
cian, as we have seen, did not consider an evident duty.
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